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Growth and structure in abalone shell
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Abstract

The growth and self-assembly of aragonitic calcium carbonate found in the shell of abalone (Haliotis) is described. This was accomplished
through the close examination of laboratory-grown flat pearl samples and cross-sectional slices of the nacreous shell. Further understanding of
the sequenced assembly has been obtained. It has been confirmed that the growth of the aragonite component of the composite occurs by the
successive nucleation of aragonite crystals and their arrest by means of a protein-mediated mechanism; it takes place in the “Christmas-tree
pattern” [Nature 49 (1994) 371]. It is shown that the protein layer is virtually absent where plates on a same plane abut (along lateral surfaces
of tiles). This suggests a mechanism ofc-axis aragonite growth arrest by the deposition of a protein layer of approximately 20–30 nm that is
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eriodically activated and determines the thickness of the aragonite platelets, which are remarkably constant (0.5�m). This platelet size wa
easured for animals with shell diameters of 10, 50, and 200 mm and was found to be constant. The overall growth process is e

erms of parameters incorporating the anisotropy of growth velocity in aragonite (Vc, the velocity alongc axis, andVab, the velocity in basa
lane). Comparison of laboratory-raised and naturally-grown abalone indicates growth regulated by the level of proteinaceous
aturally-grown abalone exhibits mesolayers (growth bands)∼0.3 mm apart; it is proposed that they result from seasonal interruptio

eeding patterns, creating thicker (∼10–20�m) layers of protein. These mesolayers play a critical role in the mechanical properties,
owerful crack deflectors. The viscoplastic deformation of the organic inter-tile layers is responsible for the significant improvemen
trength over the tensile strength of monolithic aragonite.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The study of materials that have evolved through millions
f years of evolution and natural selection can provide in-
ights into heretofore-unexploited mechanisms of toughen-
ng.Biomimeticsis an interdisciplinary area between Mate-
ials Science and Biology in which lessons learned from bi-
logy form the basis for novel material concepts[2,3]. This
rea investigates biological structures, establishing relation-
hips between properties and structures in order to develop
ethods of processing and microstructural design for new
aterials. Sarikaya[2] divides the field into:
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(a) Biomimicking:the understanding of these biological s
tems and application of concepts to synthetic mate
using current technology.

(b) Bioduplication:a more advanced stage, in which n
methodologies, such as genetic engineering, will be
to produce an entire class of new materials.

Biological organisms produce complex composites
are hierarchically organized in composition and microst
ture, containing both inorganic and organic componen
complicated mixtures. These organism-controlled mate
are synthesized at ambient temperature and atmospheri
ditions. The unique microstructures and associated pr
ties in biological composites are stimulating creativity in
development of future synthetic materials. There are nu
ous examples of biomaterials with unique mechanical p
erties[4–7]: silk, antler, hedgehog spines[8], silica rods in
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sea sponges (possessing three times the flexural strength of
monolithic/synthetic silica[9]), pink conch[10] (Strombus
gigas), abalone[2,11,12](Haliotis), andConus[13,14].

These ceramic structures self-assemble and form nano-
scale, hierarchical, composites that possess truly remarkable
properties. Self-assembly is one of the manifestations of self-
organization. Self-assembly is a concept that has received
considerable attention in this respect[15–17].

Biomineralization involves the selective identification and
uptake of elements and ionic molecules from the local en-
vironment and their incorporation into functional structures
under strict biological mediation and control[18–21]. It is
an important field of science and directly impacts Materials
Science of the future, especially in regards to the creation of
ceramic nano-structures by self-assembly.

The study whose results are reported herein had as primary
objective the elucidation of the structure of the nacreous com-
ponent of abalone shells. It represents the continuation of an
earlier study focused on mechanical properties[22–24]. It is
felt that the detailed knowledge of the structure is essential
for a full understanding of the mechanical response. In par-
ticular, the role played by the organic component needs to be
quantitatively understood and characterized.
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examined immediately after removal in order to maintain hy-
dration of the organic matrix. Before examination each slide
was washed in purified water to remove salt build up (Note:
it was observed that the coloration of slides after prolonged
SEM observation changed from translucent to transparent).

Cross sectional samples of nacre were prepared from
shells varying in length from 10 to 50 mm (Haliotis fulgens)
and finally 200 mm (Haliotis rufescens). These shells were
fractured and mounted on SEM sample holders. Samples
were then coated with a thin film of gold using a gold sput-
tering machine. Some of the cross sectional samples were
polished before examination, however, many were examined
along the natural fracture surface.

In order to study the growth characteristics of nacre under
varying feeding and environmental characteristics, a selected
number of animals were subjected to starvation for certain
periods of time. Specimens from this group were removed
from the holding tank for a period of less then an hour before
SEM examination. This sample was observed along the cross-
section as well as growth surface. The results are reported in
Section4.

3. Structure
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. Experimental methods

A 150 gal tank with chilled salt water (∼16◦C) was se
p in the laboratory. Both red (Haliotis rufescens) and gree
Haliotis fulgens) abalone were transported from the o
ater facility (Marine Bioculture, Leucadia, CA) to the la
ratory and subjected to experiments. The abalone wer

eather boa kelp (Egregia menziesii) and giant kelp(Macro-
ystis pyrifera)on a regulated schedule.

The “flat pearl” method pioneered by the UC Santa B
ara group[1] was used for growing the layers and s
equent extraction of nacre samples for observation. G
lides 15 mm in diameter and TEM grids (nickel grid w
ormvar coating) 3 mm in diameter were glued (only one
sing 5 min epoxy) to the growth surface of the shells.
urface was exposed by gently pushing back the mantle
n the inside of the shell using a flat stainless steel scalpe
ounded, dull edges. No copper was used in the proces
ause of the negative reaction of the animal. It was obse
hat the retracted mantle, exposing the extrapallial space
few days to relax back to its original position covering
lass slides. The growth was monitored by extracting g
lides and TEM grids after three separate periods of em
ent: 7, 14, and 24 days. The numbers that will be qu
ere will be 3, 10, and 20 days (a 4-day adjustment pe
aving been subtracted. It takes a few days for the m

o reposition itself over the glass slide. Hence, the num
bove should be corrected for this time, which is typic
–4 days. An environmental SEM (FEI) at Scripps Insti
f Oceanography (SIO) was used for characterization
ccelerating voltages of 15–20 kV. Observation slides
Jackson et al.[25] were among the first to determi
he mechanical properties of nacre (in the bivalvePinc-
ata umbricata). They report a Young’s modulus of appro
ately 70 GPa for dry and 60 GPa for wet samples; the

ile strength of nacre was found to be 170 MPa for dry
40 MPa for wet samples. The work of fracture varied f
50 to 1240 J/m2, depending on the span-to-depth ratio

he degree of hydration, wet nacre showing superior to
ess by associated introduction of plastic work. In cont
onolithic CaCO3 showed a work of fracture that was ab
000 times less than that of the composite nacre mat
arikaya et al.[2,11,12]conducted mechanical tests on
balone. A fracture strength of 185± 20 MPa (in bendin

ests) and a fracture toughness of 8± 3 MPam1/2 were ob-
ained. The toughness of monolithic aragonite is app
ately 1 MPam1/2. This represents an eight-fold increas

he abalone shell and is in contrast with the large num
3000) obtained by Jackson et al.; this difference is du
he incorporation of the failure region[25]. Wet nacre fail
gracefully” and the energy absorption is considerable. N
rtheless, this is not incorporated into a “fracture toughn
alculation; the first drop in load determines the toughn
enig et al.[22] found significant scatter in the compress

trength of abalone and successfully fit the distribution
Weibull equation[26], obtaining a coefficientm consis-

ent with synthetic ceramics (m = 3.5–5.1). They assess
hat one of the basic differences between monolithic
aminated aragonite is the ratio between compressive
ensile strength: in nacre it is 1.5–3, being equal to 10
or monolithic aragonite. The compressive strength wa
he 500–700 MPa range, whereas the tensile strength
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consistent with measurements by Jackson et al.[25] and
Sarikaya[2], 180 MPa. Menig et al.[22] identified a mech-
anism for failure previously only seen in synthetic compos-
ites: microplastic buckling (kinking). This is analogous to the
mechanism previously identified and investigated in com-
posites[27–31]. The growth bands (mesolayers) played an
important role. Evans et al.[32] and Wang et al.[33] have
recently carried out an investigation into the tensile defor-
mation of abalone and concluded that nano-asperities on the
aragonite tiles are responsible for the mechanical strength.
These nano-asperities create frictional resistance to sliding,
in a manner analogous to fibers in composite material. They
developed a mechanism that predicts the tensile mechanical
response. It can be concluded from the above that the structure
and its linkage to mechanical properties is not yet completely
understood. In particular, the role played by the organic layer
is not quantitatively understood.

The structure ofnacrewithin the shells of abalone that
we are studying, as well as other marine animals, is com-
posed of a “brick-like” tiled structure of crystalline arago-
nite (an orthorhombic polymorph of CaCO3); moreover there
is a very high degree of crystallographic texture character-
ized by a nearly perfect “c-axis” alignment normal to the
plane of the tiles. Aragonite is metastable at low pressures
(lower than 0.4 GPa) and forms orthorhombic crystals that
a ction.
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of the layered structure. Two types of structure are seen in
Fig. 2. The thicker layers (mesolayers, or heterolayers[34])
are approximately 300�m thick and are separated by lay-
ers of viscoplastic material with a thickness of about 20�m
(Fig. 2(a)). The darker bands are thick protein layers that
separate the mesolayers. These mesolayers were identified
by Menig et al.[22] but are not often mentioned in other
reports dealing with the mechanical properties of abalone.
It should be noticed that these mesolayers were absent in
green abalone raised domestically by Dr. David Leighton.
It is thought that these thick organic layers form in abalone
grown in the sea during periods in which there is little calci-
fication. At a smaller scale the aragonite is comprised of tiles
approximately 0.5�m thick (Fig. 2(b)). These tiles are sepa-
rated by thin organic layers acting as a viscoplastic glue (e.g.
[22]). Fig. 2(c) shows a cross-section of partially deminer-
alized nacre. The rigid “fins” correspond to the heterolayers
(or mesolayers). They are much more rigid, by virtue of their
thickness, than the nano-layers (organic layers between tiles).
The latter are crumpled up between the mesolayers.

Fig. 3(a) shows a schematic drawing of tile stacking. They
form an arrangement that may be represented by hexagons;
sequential layers are not stacked exactly on top of each other,
providing overlap between tiles which enhances the mechan-
ical strength.Fig. 3(b) shows the inner surface of a small
( tiles
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sk shel
re often twinned and pseudo-hexagonal in cross-se
arikaya[2] observed this twinning by TEM and classifi

t into first-generation and second-generation twins. T
orphologies of the aragonite polymorph are observe

he abalone shell: tiles, block-like, and spherulitic. The
orms of CaCO3, calcite (rhombohedral) and aragonite (
horhombic), constitute the inorganic component of this
amic/organic composite (95 wt.% ceramic, 5 wt.% org
aterial). The general structure of the shell is depicte
ig. 1, which is adapted from Zaremba et al.[34]. Both the
xternal layer (prismatic calcite) and the internal region (a
nite) are shown. The mantle epithelium of the abalone
ponsible for secreting the chemicals that produce grow
jects them into the extrapallial space. Small terraced c
re shown on the growth surface. They correspond to
Christmas trees” reported by Fritz et al.[1] and Zaremba e
l. [34]. They will be discussed in Section4.

Fig. 2(a) shows the structure of the nacre region at
agnification andFig. 2(b) shows an electron microgra

Fig. 1. Structure of typical mollu
10 mm) shell where growth had been interrupted. The
re clearly seen. Four different layers can be resolved in
EM micrograph. The tiles have in general six faces, w
iameter of approximately 10�m.

The effort by Belcher and coworkers represents the
omprehensive effort at understanding the structure
rowth of abalone[34–40]. Shell growth begins with the s
retion of proteins that mediate the initial precipitation
alcite, followed by a phase transition from calcite to
ragonite. Prismatic calcite is composed as columnar,

allographically textured, crystals of rhombohedral calc
here are at least seven proteins involved in the proces
ent results by Su et al.[41] have identified the block-lik
tructure occurring at growth bands as aragonitic, and no
itic, as previously thought[34–40]. The mesolayers (grow
ands) correspond to periods of periodic growth arrest.

s discussed in Section4. Fig. 4(a) shows two dark laye
SEM, backscattered) of organic material. The inside o
hell is in the bottom. The upper surface of the organic l

l (adapted from Zaremba et al.[34]).
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Fig. 2. Sections normal to abalone shell surface showing nacreous layer: (a) optical micrograph showing mesostructure with 0.3 mm layers separated by 20�m
protein layers; (b) TEM showing microstructure of tiles (from Menig et al.[22]); (c) partially demineralized specimen showing mesolayers (rigid “fins”) and
nano-layers (crumbled sheets) of organic material.

is smooth, while its lower surface is irregular. When biomin-
eralization sets in again, it proceeds through the spherulitic
morphology. After a certain time, tiled aragonite growth is
reinitiated. The interfaces shown inFig. 4(a) have been iden-
tified as regions where protein secretion has triggered the
formation of a spherulitic layer upon which subsequent or-
ganic precipitation leads to the reformation of tiled aragonite.
These results confirm the identification by Zaremba et al.[34]
of a green organic/calcite heterolayer (Fig. 1, [34]). Zaremba
et al. [34] report an organic layer with 5–15�m thickness,
consistent withFig. 4(a). It should be noticed that more re-

cent X-ray diffraction by Su et al.[41] identifies the block-
like and spherulitic morphologies observed at growth bands
as orthorhombic (aragonitic).Fig. 4(b) shows the mesostruc-
ture of a specimen subjected to flexure. The powerful crack-
deflection ability of the mesolayers is evident. Indeed, the
mesolayers are more effective than the individual tiles in
slowing the progression of crack.

The identification of the proteins involved has only been
partially done to this date, although there is work to draw upon
that has succeeded in extracting protein from shells (Mytilus
californanus) and causing precipitation from supersaturated
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic representation of stacked layers of aragonite tiles; (b)
arrangement of tiles on inner surface of 10 mm shell; back-scattered image
(SEM).

solutions of Ca2+ and CO3
2− [46]. The crystal growth was

carried out in vitro. This work indeed provides a valuable
database for this study. In particular, Shen et al.[37] have re-
ported the characterization of the cDNA coding for “Lustrin
A” which is a protein they have identified within the nacreous
layer ofHaliotis rufescens. Nakahara et al.[42] and Sarikaya
[2] describe the organic phase as having a sandwich form.
The center region is structurally more rigid with high chitin
content. Aspartic acid is a major constituent of the acid solu-
ble components. Other constituents are glutamic acid, serine,
glycine, alanine. The TEM photographs of Sarikaya[2] show
clearly that the organic layer is composed of at least one cen-
tral “scaffold” layer that has been called a beta sheet. Weiner
and coworkers[43–47]describe this beta sheet and propose
that an aspartic acid rich protein (Asp–Y)n, where Y is an
amino acid, bonds to the Ca2+ ions of the aragonite structure.
References to similar mechanisms date back to 1980[45].
Addadi and Weiner[46] describe the phenomenon of stere-
oselectivity in considerable detail and provide three possible
explanations for it:

(a) The aspartic acid-rich protein that they used for in vitro
experiments binds to calcium atoms preferentially. In-
deed the (0 0 1) plane of aragonite is characterized by
protruding calcium atoms, as shown inFig. 5(a). The
(0 0 1) plane is the top surface. The calcium atoms are

oxy-

(b) The relative position of calcium and carbonate ions cre-
ating a favorable electric charge on the (0 0 1) face for
the adsorption of protein.

(c) Carboxylate groups (CO3−) are oriented perpendicular
to the (0 0 1) face and therefore complete the coordination
around the protein-bound calcium atoms.

Based on this, it is herein proposed that the aspartic acid-
rich protein attaches itself preferentially to the (0 0 1) plane
of the aragonite. This happens periodically by an organism-
mediated mechanism.Fig. 5(b) shows the unit cell and the
aspartic-acid rich protein (Asp–Y)n attaching itself to the
Ca2+ ions. These proteins, on their turn, attach themselves
to the more rigid beta sheet. In this manner, an organic layer
structure consistent with Sarikaya’s[2] observations is pro-
duced. This explanation is consistent with the growth mech-
anism discussed in Section4.

4. Growth

4.1. Observations on “flat pearl” specimens

The structures created during growth were observed using
the “flat pearl” method introduced by Fritz et al.[1]. After 3
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black; the carbon atoms are black and smaller; the
gen atoms are gray.
ays (Fig. 6), one can see the beginning of the formatio
n organic layer. This proteinaceous layer has been obs
y Zaremba et al.[34], Shen et al.[37], and Fritz and Mors

40]. After 10 days, this layer has grown substantially,
s almost continuous (Fig. 7). In a few regions, one sees t
nset of growth of another phase on this layer. This is tho

o correspond to the onset of biomineralization. This lay
lso related to the beta sheet conformation postulated b
adi et al.[44]. In Figs. 6 and 7, a 3 mm TEM specimen gr
as used. The nucleation seems to be aided by irregula
long the grid.

After 20 days, one finds an entirely different structu
ig. 8(a) shows a low magnification view, and it is seen

he mineral phase nucleates randomly over the proteina
ayer. A closer observation, shown inFig. 8(b) reveals th
Christmas tree” pattern described earlier by Fritz et al.[1],
hen et al.[37], and Fritz and Morse[40]. However, it should
e noted that the center-to-center distance is less than t
ize in natural abalone, which is 10�m. It is speculated th
he glass provides a greater areal density of nucleation
he density of sites inFig. 8(a) was measured and is equa
.06 sites/�m2 (517 sites in entire photomicrograph). Fr

his, one obtains, in a manner analogous to dislocation
ity (inverse of square root of density), a center-to-ce
istance of 4.04�m. A regular pattern of tiles with 10�m
that is observed in shell sections) will give a site densit
.01 sites/�m2. Thus, there are six times as many sites

he glass slip than the steady state value. It is speculate
he areal density of “Christmas trees” has not yet reache
teady state. Indeed one observes a smaller terraced co
ng absorbed by surrounding larger ones inFig. 8(b). There
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Fig. 4. (a) Detailed view of growth band (mesolayer) showing dark organic layers; first, interruption of aragonite formation (top of black organic layer) takes
place; remineralization (bottom of organic layer) starts with irregular (spherulitic) layer and transitions to tiled aragonite; shell interior: bottom; (b) specimen
subjected to flexure testing exhibiting crack deflection at mesolayers.

is clear evidence for faceting in the individual growing tiles
in Fig. 8(b). This is consistent with differences between the
propagation velocitiesVaandVb, which are the crystal growth
velocities along directionsX andY, respectively (Fig. 5). Di-
rectionsX andYdefine the “basal” plane.

The stacking of tiles inFig. 8(b) shows hexagons (with
rounded edges) of decreasing size; their faces are parallel.
Shown inFig. 9 are schematic drawings of two growth se-
quences with a commonc orientation: (a) random distribu-
tion of a andb orientations; (b) aligneda andb orientations.
The situation more closely resemblingFig. 8 is the one in

Fig. 9(b); thus, one can conclude that all tiles along the same
“Christmas tree” have the same crystallographic orientation.

Fig. 10shows the sequence of growth, as it is thought to
occur. First, a proteinaceous layer (possibly, the beta con-
formation of Addadi et al.[44]) is deposited. Then, a calcite
layer (not shown in our sketch) is formed. The aragonite crys-
tals nucleate and grow, with a characteristic spacing. They
have the orthorhombic structure and it has been shown (e.g.,
Sarikaya[2]) that thec direction is perpendicular to the pro-
tein plane. In the absence of inhibiting proteins, this is the
rapid growth direction. Addadi and Weiner[46] and Addadi
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Fig. 5. Unit cell of aragonite: (a) perspective view; (b) normal view showing
schematic position of (Asp-Y)n and� sheet. Notice protruding calcium ions
on (0 0 1) face; black atoms: Ca; small black: carbon; gray atoms: oxygen
(courtesy of K.S. Vecchio, UCSD).

et al.[44] demonstrated that there is stereoselective adsorp-
tion of proteins in the growth of calcite crystals; this results in
a slowing down of growth in thec direction and completely
alters the final shape of the crystals. Thisc direction corre-
sponds to axisZ in Fig. 5. Addadi et al.[44] also showed that
the (0 0 1) plane of calcite is the one that forms on the protein
layer. The similarity between the two polymorphs (calcite and
aragonite) of calcium carbonate is a strong indication that a

Fig. 7. Growth on 15 mm glass slide after 10 days.

similar mechanism might be operating. It is speculated that
the host animal produces the proteins that arrest growth in
thec direction in a periodic manner. Thus, the (0 0 1) growth
is periodically arrested. New aragonite crystals nucleate at
the growth surfaces, on the beta conformation layer. This oc-
curs in parallel with lateral growth. In this fashion, successive
“terraces” are formed and propagate. The resulting configu-
ration is the “Christmas tree” reported by Fritz et al.[1]. The
sequence shown inFig. 10can be described as:

(a) Random nucleation of aragonite crystals on protein.
(b) Lateral growth in (a, b) directions.
(c) Second growth spurt after deposition of beta sheet and

nucleation.
(d) First aragonite plates are butted together while growth of

second layer continues ina andb directions.
(e) Nucleation of third layer as second layer growth contin-

ues ina andb directions.

Recent results[21] indicate that mineralization in oys-
ter shells is mediated by granulocytic hemocytes containing
calcium carbonate. These granulocytes were observed in the
regeneration of shell; a notch was introduced in the growth
region. It should be pointed out that in oysters the mineral
is calcite, and not aragonite. These results indicate that crys-
tal nucleation on the organic sheets could involve hemocytes
r ex-
t en
i ist-
m for
t ink
s ”
b
c rre-
s .
T e
Fig. 6. Growth on 3 mm TEM disk after 3 days.
ather than direct nucleation from the mineral from the
rapallial fluid. Thus, this is still very much an area for op
nquiry; Sarikaya[48] reports a central core along the “Chr

as tree” trunk. This central core would be responsible
riggering lateral growth and would crystallographically l
uccessive layers. Song et al.[49] report on mineral “bridges
etween adjacent layers. Our observations inFig. 8(b) indi-
ate a light circle at the top of each tree. This would co
pond to Sarikaya’s core or to one of Song et al.[49] bridges
he configuration shown inFig. 9(b) is consistent with th
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Fig. 8. Growth on 15 mm slide after 20 days; (a) low-magnification SEM;
(b) high-magnification SEM.

mechanisms above. Our observations do not preclude the for-
mation of a protein scaffold beyond the propagation front
alonga andb directions.

Fig. 11(a) shows a more detailed view of the growth pro-
cess. Two adjacent “Christmas trees” are seen. Their spacing,
d, determines the tile size. Two growth velocities are indi-
cated:Vab, representing growth velocity in the basal plane
(we assume thatVa =Vb) andVc, the growth in thec-axis di-
rection. Since the growth in thec-axis direction is mediated
by organic layer deposition, the real growth direction,Vc, is
different from the apparent growth velocity,Vc′.

The apparent growth velocity (in they direction) is:

Vc
′ = dy

dt
= c

tN + tG
(1)

Fig. 9. Growth of successive layers of aragonite with commonc axis: (a)
randoma andb orientations; (b) identicala andb orientations.

wherec is the tile thickness (=0.5�m). tN and tG are the
nucleation and growth times, respectively. The velocity of
growth in the (a, b) directions is:

Vab = dx

dt
= b

tN + tG
(2)

whereb is the increment in tile diameter from layer to layer.
The actual growth velocity is given by

Vc = c

tG
(3)

The cone angle,α, is given by

tan α = Vab

Vc
′ (4)

It is possible to determineα from measurements made on
the SEM micrographs of growing tiles (e.g.,Fig. 8(c)). Mea-
surements were made in several SEM micrographs and the
results are plotted inFig. 11(b). But the number of unknowns
in Eqs.(1)–(4) still exceeds the number of variables; thus,
two additional parameters are needed.

The experimental results obtained herein can serve to es-
timate the growth velocity,Vc′. Approximately 10 layers are
observed inFig. 8(b). This growth occurred from day 10 to
20. This corresponds to a growth rate of one tile per day, or
0 −12 d
t pota
e hey
fi mm
p r for
g ne is
a e
=
a ba
e ,
.5�m per day (5.78× 10 m/s). It should be mentione
hat the growth rate in abalone can vary significantly. La
t al.[51] report growth rates for red and green abalone. T
nd seasonal variation in growth velocity, averaging 36
er year (in length) for red abalone and 60 mm per yea
reen abalone. The thickness/diameter ratio for abalo
pproximately 1/50. Thus, one can estimate a growth ratVc′
0.72 mm per year = 1.97�m per day (2.3× 10−11 m/s) (for
longitudinal growth velocity of 0.01 mm per day). Zarem
t al.[34] report maximum growth velocities of 5�m per day
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Fig. 10. Hypothetical growth mechanism with periodic injection of proteins arresting growth inc-direction: (a) nucleation of aragonite withc-axis perpendicular
to protein layer; (b–e) growth with periodic protein regulation along (0 0 1) plane.

Fig. 11. (a) Schematic representation of the growth of two adjacent “Christmas trees” with velocitiesVc andVab along crystallographic axes (a, b) andcmarked.
(b) Measured tile sizes,d, for successive layers.
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corresponding to 5.78× 10−11 m/s. Fritz et al.[1] report a
growth rate of approximately 14�m per day on a flat pearl.
They report that this is∼26 times the “normal” growth rate
for pearls in bivalve mollusks, which would be 0.5�m per
day. This wide variation might be due to the fact that the
growth of abalone is not coupled to tidal fluctuations; other
mollusks show “growth bands” that correspond to tidal or
daily cycles[50].

The growth along thec axis,Vc, in the absence of a pe-
riodic arrest mechanism such as the intercalation of organic
layers in abalone can be estimated from coral growth. Coral
is the aragonitic form of calcium carbonate and its growth oc-
curs without protein mediation. This growth takes place in an
environment that is fairly close to the one inside the shell in
abalone. A growth velocityVc estimated to be equal to 5 mm
per year = 13.7�m per day, was used in the calculations be-
low [52]. This yields a growth velocityVc = 15× 10−11 m/s.
ForVc′, the value from Lapota et al., which represents a good
average, was used: 2.3× 10−11 m/s[51]. The value of tan�
= 2/3 is directly obtained fromFig. 11(b). By inserting these
parameters into Eqs.(1)–(4), one obtains first estimates of
the nucleation and growth times,tN andtG, respectively:

tN = 16.4 × 103 s, tG = 3.6 × 103 s

Thus, the time during which the protein is being deposited
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Fig. 12. Tile configuration (on fractured surface) for shells having approxi-
mately 10, 100, and 200 mm length.

4.3. Configuration of proteinaceous layer

Another interesting and intriguing aspect that was in-
vestigated was the distribution of the proteinaceous layer
around the aragonite tiles. If the mechanism represented in
Figs. 10 and 11is correct, the proteins are deposited along
the (0 0 1) faces. This was indeed observed. We found only
scant evidence for the protein layer along the lateral surfaces
of the tiles.Fig. 13(a) shows this in a clear manner. It is a
backscattered SEM micrograph. The organic layer, that has a
lowerZ, shows up as a dark band. This organic layer is very
regular. It should be noted that no mineral bridges between
adjacent layers[48] are observed. Neither is the rugosity
o arrest and reinitiate the process of biomineralization i
roximately equal to five times the growth time. It is a
ossible to estimateVab. From Eq.(1), one obtainsVab = 1.5

10−11 m/s. The ratioVc/Vab is approximately 10. Direc
bservations fromFig. 1(b) of Thompson et al.[53] give a
atio of approximately 5. It was possible to estimate the a
measured fromFig. 3of Fritz et al.[1], which shows Chris
as trees. Surprisingly, it is significantly lower (α = 17◦) than

he one measured here (α = 34◦). The possible explanatio
s that the observation direction used by Fritz et al.[1] is
blique. Indeed, the SEM observation was carried out
blique angle to thecaxis of the tree (tree axis); by making t
ppropriate correction, one arrives at the required differe

It should also be noticed that the thickness of mesola
s consistent with an annual pattern of growth arrest. An
rowth rate can be obtained for the shells and is app
ately 0.6 mm. This quantity is approximately the doubl

he mesolayer thickness. Thus, the growth rate with an a
rrest and the formation of a thick protein layer would red

he annual growth from 0.6 to 0.3 mm.

.2. Tile size dependence on animal size

In order to see whether the tile size was dependent o
mal size, a 100 mm green abalone were obtained from
eighton. A 200 mm diameter red abalone was also a
ble.Fig. 12shows fracture surfaces for three sizes. The
re virtually undistinguishable. They have the same 0.5�m

hickness and 10�m diameter. The fracture occurs by pull
f the platelets.
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Fig. 13. (a) SEM of cross-section of abalone, showing protein layer (darker regions) and its virtual absence where tiles on same plane join; (b) schematic
drawing of stacking of abalone tiles and their separation under tension.

reported by Evans et al.[32] and Wang et al.[33] seen in
this micrograph. It is possible that the shell they used was
desiccated and that meandering cracks formed along the in-
terface, giving it the appearance of inherent rugosity. Fresh
shells, with hydrated organic layers, would have deformed
differently. Indeed, Jackson et al.[25] points out the effect
of shell hydration on the mechanical properties. Similar ob-
servations were made in different shells. It can be concluded
that the organic layer is remarkably regular and that it forms
primarily along the (0 0 1) plane of aragonite. There does not
seem to be such a regular protein layer along the lateral sur-
faces of the tiles.

Fig. 13(b) shows a schematic representation of tile stack-
ing with the organic layer marked by a thicker line. Upon
being subjected to tension parallel to the tile plane, the tiles
slide, rather than fracture. The absence of organic glue along
the lateral surfaces of the tiles, where they abut, contributes to
the sliding mechanism. If the edges were glued, there would
be a greater tendency for fracture of the individual tiles, with
less energy absorption.Fig. 14(a) shows a specimen subjected
to tension in such a direction. The dark rectangular features

are gaps that opened between tiles during tension. The tiles
slide past each other rather than fracturing. This sliding has
been identified by Sarikaya[2] as a toughening mechanism
and documented by Evans et al.[32].

The overlap of tiles was estimated from direct measure-
ments along fracture surfaces, as shown inFig. 14. The tiles
are pulled out and the step height corresponds to the overlap.
It was also measured fromFig. 7(e) of Wang et al.[33] and
Fig. 2(b) of Evans et al.[32]. The following average values
were obtained

Current work: fracture 1 0.57�m

Current work: fracture 2 0.85�m

Wang et al.[33] 1.07�m

Evans et al.[32] 1.35�m

It is possible that the lower readings obtained in the current
research are due to more frequent fractures caused by shell
desiccation.
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Fig. 14. (a) SEM photography of polished cross-section after plastic de-
formation under tension; notice fracture by tile “pullout”; (b) plot showing
distribution of step lengths.

Fig. 15shows the schematic representation of tile overlap.
In Fig. 15(a) three tiles are shown, subjected to tension. A sim-
pler two-dimensional representation is shown inFig. 15(b).
It is interesting to note that the tiles are designed in such a
manner that sliding (pull out) occurs before tensile failure.
Taking the equilibrium of forces inFig. 15(c):

F1 = F2 + F3 (5)

In terms of tensile stress on tile,σt, and shear stress on organic
interfaces,τs:

σtt = 2τsd (6)

Assuming thatd = 1�m andt = 0.5�m:

σt

τs

= 2d

t
= 4 (7)

Thus, the tensile strength of the ceramic should be, at least,
equal to four times the shear strength of the organic layer.

Fig. 15. Schematic diagram showing pull-out of overlapping tile layers; (a)
tri-dimensional view; (b) two-dimensional view; (c) force diagram.

The mechanical response of these two constituents can be
measured and preliminary data are available for the shear
strength of the organic glue. Menig et al.[22] carried out
shear tests, from which the shear strength can be expressed
as:

τs = τ0 + kγ (8)

whereτ0 = 10 MPa andk= 1000.γ is the shear strain within
the organic layer, obtained from the overall strain by mul-
tiplying it by 20, the ratio between aragonite and organic
component fractions. Thus, there is considerable viscoplas-
ticity, and the strength of the layer increases with shear strain.
This corresponds to the stretching and deconvolution of the
chains.

Fig. 16shows the tensile strength of the aragonite phase as
a function of crack size. The fracture toughness was taken as
1 MPam1/2. It can be seen that, if one considers the strength

F
1

ig. 16. Critical stress as a function of flaw size for aragonite [KIC =
MPam1/2].
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limited by flaw size, that it increases from values of∼50 MPa
for large flaws to 250 MPa for a flaw the size of a tile (10�m).
The strength of tiles increases with decreasing size, and one
can safely assume that it is higher than 250 MPa, for the given
size. Thus, the values of tensile strength obtained by Menig
et al.[22] (180 MPa from flexure tests) and Wang et al.[33]
(110 MPa) are explained by the viscoplastic flow of the or-
ganic layer, starting at 10 MPa and proceeding through grad-
ual increase due to the viscoplastic response, until separation
occurs.

4.4. Environmental dependence of shell growth

After 6 months of controlled culturing of the abalone,
changes in growth patterns were observed. A change from
tiled aragonite growth to a block-like structure occurred due
to environmental changes in the circulating seawater of the
holding tank. Su et al.[41] identified the block-like structure
formed in the growth bands as aragonite. These changes, in
contrast to specimens currently raised in constantly flowing
seawater within our facilities at Scripps Institute of Oceanog-
raphy, can be seen inFig. 17. It is estimated that the switch
from aragonite growth to calcite growth occurred 6 months
before the examination presented inFig. 17. This would indi-
cate that the calcite grew an average distance of 40�m over
t
p le in
c s cal-
c
r rizon-
t esent
fl
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s ed in
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F reen
a varia-
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Fig. 18. (a) SEM micrograph of growth surface showing three morphologies
of aragonite: tiled, block, and spherulitic; (b) top view block-like aragonite
structure observed in “flat pearl” edge.

like growth of crystals along the edges of the glass slides.
This structure is shown inFig. 18(b). It consists of colum-
nar grains with a favored growth axis. Thus, it is concluded
that the block-like or spherulitic growth takes place when
arrestor proteins are not injected into the growth areas. In
well-regulated growth conditions, the mechanism depicted
in Fig. 11operates.

5. Conclusions

Biologically engineered synthesis processes will very
likely guide some of the most revolutionary future approaches
he span of 6 months along the vertical plane, or 0.22�m
er day. It should be noted that the sample was britt
omparison to previous samples that did not present thi
itic mesolayer. The cross-sectional view shown inFig. 17
eveals several columnar bands extending across the ho
al planes of the shell. It is believed that these bands repr
uctuations in the physical status of the animal.

This transition from tiled to columnar morphology is a
hown in the bottom ofFig. 18(a), which represents a fractu
urface. One of the growth bands (mesolayers) discuss
ection3 (Fig. 4(a)) is also shown in the same figure. O
an see the tiled, block-like, and spherulitic aragonite
dentified by Su et al.[41]). It was possible to see the bloc

ig. 17. SEM micrograph of cross-sectional fracture surface of g
balone shell that has been cultured with environmentally-controlled

ions in seawater content and feeding.
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to the synthesis of a next generation of structural and elec-
tronic materials. In spite of this, even the simplest bio-induced
structures of interest are currently impossible to synthesize.
A detailed understanding of the growth and structure is essen-
tial, if these processes will be bioduplicated and biomimicked
in the future. For the specific case of the abalone shell, an ex-
ploratory investigation has been carried out to elucidate some
of the mechanical property results obtained earlier[22]. Its
growth and structure was characterized. The following are
conclusions that have a bearing on the mechanical response
of these shells:

(a) The growth proceeds by the sequential deposition of arag-
onite and organic layer along thec-axis orientation. The
Christmas tree pattern was confirmed and an analytical
model for growth is proposed. The velocities of growth
along the basal (a andb) andc directions are obtained
and a nucleation time for each layer is inferred. The fol-
lowing velocities and times are calculated (it should be
mentioned that these values can vary considerably):

Vc = 15× 10−11m/s Vc
′ = 2.3 × 10−11m/s

Vab = 1.5 × 10−11m/s tN = 16.4 × 103s

tG = 3.6 × 103s
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